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Abstract
This paper describes the implementation of the Aholab entry
for the Singing Synthesis Challenge: Fill-in the Gap. Our approach in this work makes use of an HTS based Text-to-Speech
(TTS) synthesizer for Basque to generate the singing voice.
The prosody related parameters provided by the TTS system
for a spoken version of the score are modiﬁed to adapt them to
the requirements of the music score concerning syllables duration and tone, while the spectral parameters are basically maintained. The paper describes the processing details developed to
improve the quality of the output signal: the syllable timing, the
generation of the intonation with vibrato and the manipulation
of the model states. In this entry, the lyrics have been freely
translated into Basque and the rhythm has been adapted to a
Basque traditional rhythm.
Index Terms: speech synthesis, singing synthesis, humancomputer interaction

Figure 1: Zortziko rhythm

a speciﬁed rhythm and melody to the generated speech, and
mimic some of the acoustic characteristics of singing voices.
The resulting system, Bertsokantari, has been applied to synthesize a customized version of the song “Autumn Leaves”, which
has been submitted to the Singing Synthesis Challenge. The
remainder of this paper is structured as follows. Section 2 introduces our Basque version of the score provided by the challenge
organizers. Section 3 describes the general structure of the system and the modiﬁcations that have been made to account for
the different characteristics of the sung voice. Finally, section 4
discusses the advantages and limitations of the current approach
along with the future lines of work.

1. Introduction
In the last years synthetic singing voice generation has raised
a lot of research and commercial interest. Nowadays, as happens with speech [1, 2], mainly two main techniques are applied to generate the singing voice: unit selection synthesis [3]
and statistical parametric synthesis [4]. Both techniques rely
on a corpus, and the quality and variety of the recordings used
to build the system have a critical inﬂuence on the ﬁnal result.
A good natural singing database which covers the whole spectrum of musical expression is thus needed to produce a pleasant
synthetic singing voice [5]. To this day, such a database does
not exist for Basque language. For this reason, in this work
we show how a spoken database has been used to synthesize
singing voice in Basque.
Transforming speech into singing is not trivial as sung
and spoken voices exhibit important differences [6]. From the
prosodic point of view, in singing voice the intonation is determined by the melody and rhythm speciﬁcations and not by the
text structure or the characteristics of the language. Moreover,
rhythm is synchronized with respect to vowel onsets [7] instead
of the beginning/ending of the syllables. Regarding the phonetic
content, vowels represent a high percentage of the acoustic content of the sung signal, and the presence of long sustained vocalic segments is frequent. As for the acoustic properties of the
signal, the sung voice usually exhibits higher intensity with a
suitable laryngeal phonation mode [8], and speciﬁc phenomena
like vibrato [9] or the so-called singer’s formant [10].
The system described in this paper is the initial outcome of
an investigation carried out to characterize and be able to synthesize a traditional Basque singing style: Bertsolaritza [11].
Using our Basque TTS system as starting point, we have implemented several new functionalities to read music ﬁles, impose
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2. Basque Version of Autumn Leaves
The song “Autumn Leaves” has been adapted in order to ﬁt it
into a zortziko rhythm. This Basque word zortziko, which can
be translated as of eight, refers nowadays mainly to a song written in a irregular 5/8 measure (see ﬁgure 1). A zortziko also
describes a melodic unit composed by eight measures. Finally,
the same word also refers to a stanza of eight verses very much
used in Bertsolaritza, a popular improvised singing style with
old tradition in the Basque Country [12]. Given that the authors are presently working on the development of a Berstolaritza database [11] and that the proposed score presents a regular eight measures structure, we performed the adaptation of
the score to the zortziko rhythm. The Basque lyrics also corresponds to the particular rhythm of the zortziko major with 10
syllables at even lines and 8 syllables at odd lines (which is also
the distribution of syllables in the English version).

3. Description of the synthesis system
3.1. System overview
’Bertsokantari’ is a singing voice synthesis system based on the
TTS system for Basque AhoTTS [13, 14]. It uses the song information contained in an XML music score to produce the synthetic singing signal. The general architecture of the system is
shown in ﬁgure 2.
The main synthesis process is performed sentence by sentence, where a sentence is delimited either by an orthographic
period found in the score, or by the musical rests. The text obtained from the score lyrics is sent to the linguistic processor
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Figure 3: User interface.
Figure 2: Structure of Bertsokantari system.
• Select the singer voice.
• Fit the song octave and tonality in semitones.

of AhoTTS, where labels containing syllables and their corresponding pronunciations are produced. The syllable stream so
produced must then be aligned with the score. In this way, three
parallel streams are generated, containing pitch, duration and
lyrics of every note. These streams are obtained for the whole
song before proceeding with the synthesis process.
The waveform generation module of the system is based
on the hidden semi Markov model (HSMM) based approach
[15]: during training, the correspondence between text labels
and acoustic features is modeled through HSMMs; during synthesis, a parameter generation engine [16] calculates the most
likely acoustic feature trajectories given the input text labels.
The speciﬁc acoustic features used by AhoTTS are those provided by the vocoder presented in [17], namely the logarithm
of the fundamental frequency (log f0 ), a Mel-cepstral representation of the spectral envelope, and the so-called maximum
voiced frequency (see [17] for details). Although Bertsokantari
has been designed to use any AhoTTS-compatible voice as input, in this particular work HSMMs were trained from a speech
database composed by 2000 short phonetically-balanced utterances spoken by a professional Basque male speaker. The sampling frequency of the recordings was 16 kHz, so Bertsokantari
sings at 16 kHz sampling frequency too.
The synthetic singing voice is obtained in two steps: ﬁrst, a
spoken version of the score is obtained, with the correct rhythm
but incorrect pitch (phone durations are imposed according to
the input scores but there is no way to impose a pitch contour
under the conventional parameter generation framework). Then
the pitch stream obtained from the melody overwrites the spoken version stream, and after a post-processing of the Mel cepstral coefﬁcients (details are given in section 3.5), all the parameters are sent to the vocoder to produce the ﬁnal singing voice.
In the following sections, details about the most important
components, procedures and settings are provided.

• Change the tempo.
• Set the pitch smoothing level.
Moreover, the attributes of the vibrato (described in section 3.4)
can be adjusted in detail:
• The maximum amplitude.
• The no-vibrato initial interval duration.
• The fade-in time.
• The fade-out time.
• The period of the vibrato.
• The minimum duration of a note to apply vibrato.
By using the whole song information, and with the help of
the graphical interface, the user can listen to a midi preview of
the melody and can adjust the tempo and octave before starting
the voice synthesis process. If a modiﬁcation of those parameters takes place once the synthesis operation has begun, the
modiﬁcation of the parameters will take effect on the next sentence to synthesize. This way a pseudo real-time modiﬁcation
of the main parameters is possible.
The singing result will start playing as soon as the ﬁrst sentence is ready, i.e. there is no need to wait until the whole song
has been synthesized to start listening.
3.3. Syllables and timing
It has been reported that, in singing, note onsets are located at
vowel onsets rather than at consonant onsets [7, 20, 21]. The
phonemes of the lyrics must be distributed between the notes
such that the transitions between notes coincide with the onset
of the vowel or set of vowels. In this way, considering one syllable, the consonantal phonemes located before the ﬁrst vowel
will be pronounced within the previous note interval. The result
is a redeﬁnition of the borders of the syllables.
After this redistribution of the phonemes in the new syllables, the duration of each note must be distributed among the
phones therein. This is done using the generic durations predicted by the linguistic module as a starting point. If the lengthening needed imposed by the score is smaller than 30%, the
lengthening will be equally distributed inside the syllable. If
it is higher than 30%, then the vowel will account for 90% of

3.2. User interface
The user interface has been built using Pure Data [18] which
has already been successfully used to control singing voice synthesis systems [19].
Through the user interface the selected XML score is
opened and loaded. The original tonality and tempo of the score
will be shown, and using sliders we will be able to:
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Figure 4: Distribution of phone duration among states for several lengthening factors.
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the enlargement. In any case, the unvoiced sound durations are
never modiﬁed.
In standard HSMM-based speech synthesis systems [22],
5 states per phone are considered, and when phone durations
are speciﬁed as input, the corresponding state durations are calculated statistically. In Bertsokantari, the statistical parameter
generation has been modiﬁed in such manner that the duration
of a phone, usually much longer in singing than in speech, is
concentrated mostly on the central state which can be considered to be the most stable and the best articulated one. More
speciﬁcally, phone durations are distributed among states proportionally to their expected mean duration, except when the
lengthening factor is greater than 2; beyond that limit, only the
central state is lengthened. This is illustrated by ﬁgure 4. Note
that this strategy is easy to apply in an HSMM framework while
it would be much harder to apply under modern deep learning
based generation paradigms [23].

log F0 –
a log 2 /12
fade-in

fade-out

Figure 5: Schematic description of the implemented vibrato.
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The intonation curve is obtained directly from the musical note.
The jumps from one note to the next are smoothed through a
cosine function [7]. The log f0 information contained in the
model is only used to take the voiced/unvoiced decision at every
frame in accordance with the new durations.
Vibrato is a musical feature, not present in spoken speech
that adds expressiveness to the singing voice and is usually
modeled as an amplitude and frequency modulated signal [24].
Vibrato is not among the distinctive characteristics of the bertsolaritza style; when present, it is considerably weaker than in
other more classical styles. Nevertheless, in order to avoid the
beats and buzzing produced by a sustained synthetic vowel, we
have implemented a simple vibrato model according to the following expression (see ﬁgure 5):
log 2
A(t) sin(2πfv t)
12

t
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3.4. Generation of the intonation
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Figure 6: Mid-high frequency enhancement ﬁlter. For the particular voice used in this challenge, parameter g is set to 2.

tive term in cepstral domain that can be summed either to the
HSMM states or to the sequence of parameter vectors generated by the statistical engine. In this work we choose the second
strategy because it preserves the original model, thus allowing
the generation of both speech and singing from the same model.
The response of the ﬁlter used in this work, a deterministic one
inspired by [25, 26], is depicted in ﬁgure 6. Note that this ﬁlter
can be applied regardless of the input voice.

(1)

4. Discussion and future works

where F0 is the pitch value derived from the score. Parameters
a and fv control the modulation depth and frequency, respectively. For instance, a modulation depth a = 1 would introduce a variation of ±1 semitone. In this version of the system,
a has been empirically adjusted to 0.44. The modulation frequency has been set to fv = 5 Hz. Function A(t) is a 4th
degree parabolic function implementing a smooth transition of
the envelope. The default values for the remaining vibrato parameters have been set to fade-in = 150 ms, fade-out = 75 ms
and no-vibrato = 75 ms.

This version of our singing synthesis system Bertsokantari is a
preliminary work that allows us to obtain singing voice without the availability of a speciﬁc singing voice database during
training. The system has not been formally evaluated yet. Its
performance is illustrated by the multimedia material submitted
along with this paper.
Considering the simple processing applied to the spoken
voice we are not dissatisﬁed with the results. However, most of
the parameters (vibrato and spectral ﬁltering) were adjusted just
by carefully listening to the output, and they may not produce
similar results when used with another spoken voice model. In
fact, the selection of the spoken voice was one of the most critical decisions: several candidates were considered, and an artiﬁcial spectral manipulation was applied to the selected one to
improve its pleasantness. Such a manipulation was applied directly to HSMMs (more details on how to manipulate HSMMs
can be found in [27]) and is not part of the singing synthesis
process itself.

3.5. Spectral transformations
It is commonly known that one of the most prominent spectral
differences between singing voice and spoken voice is spectral
tilt. In other words, singing voice is usually produced in a more
pressed phonation, which results in a relatively higher amount
of energy at mid-high frequencies. This enhancement of midhigh frequencies can be implemented as a ﬁlter, i.e. an addi-
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resulting singing voice can be judged as intermediate, the main
observable artifacts being related to the imperfect articulation
of sustained vowels.

One of the disadvantages of using read (spoken) utterances
to train a singing system is that continuous speech is, in general, less articulated than singing. As a result, some of the sustained vowels sung by the system are not natural enough. This
phenomenon is particularly audible near the sentence endings,
which reveals another possible source of articulation inaccuracies: in read speech, sentence endings may contain some degree
of vocal fry, which often misleads the acoustic analysis made
by the vocoder. Unfortunately, sentence endings are especially
prominent in singing because the corresponding note is usually
long. Also, as we are imposing an external melody to speech
parameters generated in an almost-standard way, one more reason for misarticulation is the pitch contrast between the musical
scores and the parameters generated from the HSMMs. Indeed,
in some parts of the song we are altering the “spoken” pitch by
a very large factor. For a more natural output, pitch alteration
by a large factor should be accompanied by a proper spectral
(Mel-cesptral) manipulation. Alternatively, the system could be
instructed to take pitch contrast into account in some manner
when selecting the sequence of Mel-cepstral HSMM states for
generation.
Another problem found during the development of Bertsokantari is that the rhythm speciﬁed by the music score breaks
the consistency between the trajectory of the Mel-cepstral parameters and their global variance, which is one of the most
relevant aspects considered during parameter generation [16].
Although the magnitude of this problem vanishes when synthesizing utterances that are long enough, a robust solution would
imply the use of post-ﬁltering techniques instead of global variance enhancement.
Despite these issues, which will be addressed in the near
future, we would like to remark that all the modiﬁcations proposed in this work, including those related to spectral tilt correction or state durations, have been implemented so as to make the
resulting system compatible with both speech and singing. For
example, tilt correction is performed just by enabling a speciﬁc
ﬂag of the vocoder. As for state durations, while it is true that
we have modiﬁed the standard parameter generation engine to
concentrate elongations in the central state of the phones, this is
done beyond a certain elongation factor that is never reached in
normal speech. Thus, the basic components of the TTS system
and the requirements of the input voices have not been altered;
on the contrary, we have enriched the TTS with new singing
functionalities that could notably increase its expressiveness in
applications that combine speech and singing, like storytelling.
As mentioned at the beginning, the ﬁnal goal of our work
is the synthesis of the Bertsolaritza style of singing. This traditional Basque style differs notably from both classical and
modern singing styles. We are currently preparing a suitable
dedicated database to improve the performance of Bertsokantari [11]. Furthermore, the ﬁnal system is to be integrated with
an artiﬁcial verse improvising module to build Bertsobot [28].

[12] J. Garzia, “History of improvised bertsolaritza: A proposal,” Oral
Tradition, vol. 22, no. 2, pp. 77–115, 2007.

5. Conclusions

[13] Aholab, “AhoTTS – TTS for Basque and Spanish.” [Online].
Available: https://sourceforge.net/projects/ahotts
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